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The medical device sector is preparing for Medical Technology UK, the important medical product 

showcase that starts on March 16th in Coventry, United Kingdom.  

IMA AUTOMATION will be attending the event to present its advanced technologies and latest 

developments for the medical devices market. Come and join the IMA AUTOMATION Hub in Coventry, from 

March 16th to 17th, meet our experts at our Stand 48 and find out all about our exciting cutting-edge 

technologies. 

Flexible and reliable assembly solutions 

IMA AUTOMATION plays a major role in the medical devices industry, and at Medical Technology UK 2022 

it will offer visitors a special focus on its innovations in the drug delivery, diagnostics, surgical instruments, 

tubing sets and wearables sectors. 

Each device has its own unique challenges. But, thanks to our range of standard linear and rotary platforms 

and our indexing and continuous motion assembly capabilities, we can optimize designs to suit the 

individual needs of different assembly processes, taking into account production requirements and 

optimizing the floor space available in your clean room. 

Discover more about our medical devices solutions>> https://imautomation.com/en/solution/index/5  

Drug Delivery 

https://imautomation.com/en/solution/index/5


The Medical Technology 2022 event in Coventry will focus particularly on drug delivery, a market sector in 

which IMA AUTOMATION offers numerous ground-breaking solutions. 

Diagnostics 

The Point of Care and In Vitro markets are also covered extensively by the IMA AUTOMATION hub thanks to 

our well-established assembly and test technologies that are specifically designed to meet all market 

needs. 

Surgical Instruments 

IMA AUTOMATION provides flexible automated solutions for surgical suture assembly and crimping that 

ensure superior product quality. Our technology can also handle a wide range of needles and threads as 

well as guaranteeing fast product changeover times and the flexibility required to produce large or small 

batches. 

Wearables 

Our delivering and monitoring solutions will also be on show and our experts will be on-hand to explain 

why our cutting-edge solutions are such an important step forward in this market sector. 

Tubing sets 

Automatic infusion and extension set assembly and testing technologies are another important part of IMA 

AUTOMATION’s range of solutions. So, come and visit our stand at this show in Coventry to discover more! 

 

 

 

 

 


